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International tax evasion and tax avoidance schemes have come under wide public scrutiny. 
The revelations of the Panama Papers and most recently of the Paradise Papers and the tax 
discount for Apple in Ireland, where only 50€ of 1 Mio.€ profit flow back to the public sector, 
are just two examples that cause a public feeling of discontent. Tax abuses by multinational 
corporations increases the tax burden on other taxpayers, violates the corporations’ civic 
obligations, deprives developed and developing countries of critical resources to fight pov-
erty and fund public services, exacerbates income inequality and increases developing coun-
try reliance on foreign assistants. While each country is responsible for its own tax system, 
no country is unaffected by the tax system of others. 
This becomes even more apparent as regards to the loss of revenues for developing coun-
tries which rely strongly on corporate tax. A recent report by the UN Conference on Trade 
and Development estimated that profit-shifting by multinational companies costs developing 
countries $100 billion a year in lost corporate income tax. Another report by IMF researchers 
estimated that developing countries may lose as much as $213 billion a year to tax avoid-
ance. Developing countries lose three times as much to tax evasion as they receive in foreign 
aid, others estimate it amounts to 10 times. The loss of tax revenue is a destabilizing force in 
poorer countries, as well as a challenge to their sovereignty. Without tax revenue, less sa-
voury options present themselves – consider foreign aid with strings attached, or resource 
extraction at the expense of people and the environment.  
The European Parliament called for an impact assessment of EU and Member States tax poli-
cies on developing countries, which has yet to be conducted. We only begin to imaging the 
scale of the effects on developing countries, the concrete impact is far from being under-
stood. This, however, is necessary to develop necessary political leverage to push for re-
forms on national, European and international level to tackle the issues that perpetuate this 
global inequality: closing loopholes, limiting tax evasion and shutting down tax havens. This 
roundtable will bring together experts and Members of the European Parliament to shed 
more light on the effects of these schemes in developing countries and explore policy re-
sponses. 
 



Agenda: 
15h30   Registration 
 
16h00  Welcome 
  Christos Katsioulis, Director FES EU Office 
 
16h10   Inputs: 
  Dietmar Köster, MEP, Member of the EP PANA Committee  

Dereje Alemayehu, Chair, Coordination Committee, Global Alliance for Tax 
Justice, Kenia 
Dick Forslund, Alternative Information & Development Centre (AIDC), Cape 
Town, South Africa  
Erica Gerretsen, Head of Unit, Budget Support, Public Finance Management, 
Domestic Revenue Mobilisation, DG Devco, European Commission  

 
16h50  Discussion with Participants   
  Chaired by Sidonie Wetzig, FES EU Office 
 
18h00   End of Debate and Light Refreshments 
 


